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about the matter?' Or perhaps one may even have to
use a little cunning, framing the question something like
this: 'What do you imagine, then, that / really think
about the matter?' This latter form should be chosen
when the real thinking is unconscious and, therefore,,
projected. The thinking that is enticed to the surface in
this way has characteristic qualities; it was these I had
in mind just now when I described it as negative. Its
habitual mode is best characterized by the two words
'nothing but*. Goethe personified this thinking in the
figure of Mephistopheles. It shows a most distinct
tendency to trace back the object of its judgment to some
banality or other, thus stripping it of its own independent
significance. This happens simply because it is repre-
sented as being dependent upon some other commonplace
thing. Wherever a conflict, apparently essential in nature,
arises between two men, negative thinking mutters
''Cherchez la femme'. When a man champions or ad-
vocates a cause, negative thinking makes no inquiry as to
the importance of the thing, but merely asks ' How much
does he make by it ?' The dictum ascribed to Moleschott:
" Der Mensch ist, was er isst" (" Man is what he eats")
also belongs to this collection, as do many more aphorisms
and opinions which I need not enumerate.
The destructive quality of this thinking as well as its
occasional and limited usefulness, hardly need further
elucidation. But there still exists another form of
negative thinking, which at first glance perhaps would
scarcely be recognized as such: I refer to the theoscpkical
thinking which is to-day rapidly spreading in every
quarter of the globe, presumably as a reaction phenomenon
to the materialism of the epoch now receding. Theo-
sophical thinking has an air that is not in the least
reductive, since it exalts everything to transcendental and
world-embracing ideas. A dream, for instance, is no

